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By Charles H. Voit and Arthur R. Thomson

An analysis of the effect of principal design variables on the
stagewise design-point characteristicsof multistage axial-fluw compre-
ssorswas made in order to determine whether the average stage pressure”
ratios of present-day ccmnercial compressors can be raised. The inves- ~
tigation considers certain design limits and the manner in which these
‘Limits are affected by the principal design variables of an inlet stage,
a typical intermediate s%ge, and a typical final stage of a multistage
axial-flow cmpressor. Two velocity diagrams were investigated, the
wheel plus vortex and the symmetrical at all radii diagrams. The
optimum stagewise variaticms of axial velocity ad relative inlet-air
angle are determined. An analysis was made to estimate the possible

u over-all compressor pressure ratio for several stagewise distributions
of these variables. The investigation indicates that for the wheel-
plus-vortex velocity diagram and procedure follawed, the axial velocity
should increase stagewise through the cmpressQr and the relative inlet-
air angle should be lower in the later stages than-in the inlet stage in
order to produce the highest over-a13 total-pressure ratio for a given
set of design conditions.

Two types of velocity diagram for the inlet stage were analyzed to
determine which would produce the highest weight flow, tip-speed, and
pressure ratio for given design limitations and to determine the manner
in which weight flow, tip speed, and pressure ratio are affectedly
other design variables. .

When the position of the symmetrical diagram was properly chosen,
the wheel-plus-vortexvelocity diagram gave tip speeds, weight flows, and
pressure ratios higher than did the symmetricalvelocity diagram at alJ-
radii, for given aerodynamic design L@itations. Both velocity diagrams
had constant ener~ addition per pound of fluid frm huh to tip. .,

For given l~ting conditions, the average stage total-pressure
ratio is only slightly affected by a deviation of “axialvelocity frcnn
optimum but is considerablyreduced by a deviation of relative inlet-air
angle frum optimum.

.
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The investigation indicates that, if an adiabatic efficiency of
85 percent is assmed, average stage total-pressure ratios of the order
of 1.30 and an equivalent weight flow of 26 pounds per second per squsre
foot of frontal area are obtainable for practical design limitations.
Present-day production ccznpressorshave average stage total-pressure
ratios of the order of 1.15 and weight flows of 26 pounds per second per
square foot of frontal area.

INTIWBUCTIOIV

In order to obtain added power and increased fuel economy, even for
current turbine-temperaturelimits, the over-all total-pressure ratio of
the cmpressor for both the turbine-propeller and the turbojet engines
must be increased. The present method of obtaining high over-all pres-
sure ratios is by the addition of more low pressure-ratio stages. This
procedure is undesirable for high-speed aircraft because of the increase
in size, weight, and cost of the engine. Amore feasible way to obtain
a high over.-~ pressure-ratio compressor is to%se higher stage total-
pressure ratios. If these higher stage pressure ratios can be obtained
without great sacrifice in efficiency and weight flow, more cmpact
high-pressure-ratiomultistage compressors can be built.

This analysis was made at the NACA Lewis laboratory to determine
how close existing commercial designs are to the practical l~t of
stage total-pressure ratio. The stagewise variation of axial velocity
and relative inlet-air angle through the compressor that produces the
highest stage total-pressure ratio for given design limits and design
procedure was also determined.

.The stage total-pressure ratio of an axial-flow-compressordesign ‘
is Iimitedby factors such as allowable Mach nuniber,liladeloading, and
stage static-pressurerise in order to obtain acceptable efficiencies.
In this analysis, these factors were considered as restrictions on the
design of an inlet stage, a typical intermediate stage, and a typical
final stage of a multistage compressor. .Thequantitative values of most
of the 13miting factors in use today are not completely known. As more
quantitative information becomes available, more will be known of the
maximum stage total-pressure ratios that can be used while maintaining
acceptable efficiencies and weight flows. Because qmntitative lmow-
ledge is limited, the qualitative nature of limiting factors and trends
are investigated herein. The stagewise design-point characteristics of
a multistage compressor were estimated for the optimum stagewise varia-
tion of relative inlet-air angle and axial velocity for any @ven design
limits. This opthmm is”thereforebased on existing knowledge and
should not be construed to be the absolute optimum.

High tip speed is required to obtain high stage pressure ratios.
Because the inlet stage sets the compressor tip speed and weight flow,
the inlet stage was designed to obtain a high tip speed with an accept-
able weight flow under the design limits imposed. The analysis of the
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inlet stag~ was made for two types of velocity diagam, and from this
analysis the inlet stage was selected that would allow the best compro-
mise song the &si@ limits, tip speed, and weight flow. Analyses, based
on this inlet-stage,were made of an intermediate stage and a final stage.

From the analyses of the three typical stages, the relative rotor
inlet-air angle and axial velocity giving-the highest over-all total-
pressure ratio were determined. In addition, estimates of stagewise
design-point characteristicsfor several stagewise variations of inlet-
air angle and axial velocity other than optimum were made in order to
determine the effect on attainable over-aXl total-pressure ratio. The
effect of changing the values of various design limits of the inter-
mediate and final stages on the stagewise design-point characteristics
was determined.

,

DESIGN PROCEOTXW

Discussion of Design Idmits

The maximum aJJowable Mach numiberthat will permit acceptable effi-
ciency depends on the amount of flow turning through the blade row and,
according to available cascade tits, to some extent on solidity and rela-
tive inlet-air angle. The effects of solidity and relative inlet-air
angle on the limiting Mach number are neglected in this investigation.
Large turning angles reqtie high-csmiberblades, which have lower critical
Mach numbers than low-camber blades. The maximum allowable Mach nuniber
used in this investigationwas therefore not a set value but vsried with
the required tuyning angle. The relation between maximum alil.owableMach
number and turning angle used in this analysis was obtained frcm
Bogdonoff’s unpublished cascade hta. The cascade data used cover only
65-series blower blades in a configurationhaving a solidity of about
1.5 and a relative inlet-air angle of about 60°. The development of blade
sections specificsll.ydesigned for higher limiting Mach numbers will alter
these results appreciably. The ~ allowable Mach nuuiberis’t.a$enas
the average of the critical Mach nuniberand the force-breakMach number,
all considered at the design angle of attack of the blades. The critical
Mach ntier is that inlet Mach ntier at which sonic velocity is reached
at some point on the blade. The force-breakMach number is that inlet
Mach nuder above which a large decrease in turning angle and an increase
in drag occur. This design angle of attack is selected to obtain the
flattest pressure distribution over the suction surface of the blades at
a low Mach numtkr. The maximum allowable Mach nunber for the required
turning will hereinafter be designated the limiting Mach nuniber.

Several limits other than-the limiting Mach nuriberare used. These
limits are blade loading and a parameter describing the tendency of the
casing boundary layer to build up and disrupt the flow.

Both rotor turning angle and OCL (all symbols ark defined in

appenh A) are a measure of the blade loading and either can be used as
,

.
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design llmit. The =“ues of the limit of @ and turning angles used

in this investi~tion were assumed constant with relative inlet air
angle. Recent cascade investigations indicate that the maximum obtain-

,:

able ~ or turning @le decreases“withincreasing inlet air angle.

Over the rsnge of relative inlet air angles covered in this investigation
the effect is small, as inticated ti reference l) ad the m~de of
the maximum o12L for the usual range of solidifies is higher than the

13miting values used in this investigation. The values of limiting ~
N’
&l

and turning angle used herein, therefore, are consermtive, and for rn(

shplicity constant values were used.. Both have been widely used as 1

design criteria in axial-flow compressors and curves for both are
presented. For a given relative inlet-air angle and for constant axial
velocity across the blade row, OCL and turning ~le are functions of

each other. Inmost blade designs, however, some change in axial velocity
I

across the blade row occurs which affects the maximum allowable ot!L {
value. For any blade configuration, a static-pressuregradient exists

(
I

from the lowest static pressure on the suction surface to the static pres- 1
sure behind the blade. For given inlet conditions and work input, the ,
static pressure behind the blade determines the magnitude of the pressure
gradient fidthus the tendency for flow separation from the suction sur-

\

face to occur. The static-pressure gradient WSU.be steeper in the case
of decreasing axial velocity and flatter in the case of increasing axial
velocity than for the case of constant axial velocity across the blade
row. The maximum allowable d!L is therefore lower for decreasing axial

velocity and higher for increasing tial velocity, as compared,withthe
case of constant axial velocity. Although the magnitude of the actual
turning angle is not affectedly changes in axial velocity across the
blade row, the same variation of static-pressurerise occurs with changes
in axial velocity as previously discussed. Hence, with a decreasing
axial velocity the maximum allowable turning is decreased, and for an
increasing -al velocity it is increased. In an effort to correct the
turning angle for changes in axial velocity, turning angles based on the
average of the inlet and outlet axial velocities have been widely used.
For a constant corrected turning angle, a decreasing axial velocity
results in a smaller actual turning angle and an increasing axial velo-
city, in a larger actqal turning angle. 1Similarly, the msxbnum allowable
~ is a function of relative inlet-air angle; that is, for a given

turning angle and constant tial velocity across the blade row, a large
relative inlet-air angle wild produce a higher static-pressurerise than
would be obtained with a low relative Met-air angle. This relation is
shown in figure 1. For constant axial velocity across the blade row qnd
a given”relative inlet-air angle, the static-pressurerise is a function
of Yj the ratio of the change in tangential velocity to rotor tip speed.’
For a given turning angle, a large relative hlet-air angle produces a
larger value of Y and hence a higher pressure rise than does a small
relative inlet-air angle. For a.given turning angle, the maxhum allow-
able ~ is a function of both relative inlet-air angle and change in

axial velocity across the blade row.

. . —————— . —— -— —— —. ..——-. .—
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For a given turning angle or ‘L) the ener~ addition per unit

l!zu~2 increases with increa&g relative inlet-air angle. The

static-pressurerise across the rotor is therefore increased also. This
static-pressurerise is an adverse ~ressure gradient and promotes the
separation of boundary layer along the passage walls. A limiting static-
pressure rise parameter shouldbe used so that the build-up of boundary
layer along the pssage waLls wilJ not be excessive and result in sepa-

N
N ration and disrupted flow. The parameter used to describe this conti-
ul tion is the static-pressurerise divided by the axial dynamic pressure,w
w APs/ql,U and is applied across the blade row at the outer casing.

Many factors, such as blade-tip clearance, passage length, temperature,
and blade loading, affect the rate at which the boundary layer thickens,
andap arameter that would describe the process cmpletely wouldbe very
ccmplex. Jn the absence of,a more exact parameter, ‘J%,= was used
as a limit in this analysis. Because the static-pressurerise is great-
est and the axial velocity least at the outer casing for the velocity
diagram considered, the numerical value of the boundary-layer parameter
is ~eater at the tip than at any other radius; hence the application
point of this parameter was”the outer casing. Unpublished data from a I
ntier of single-stage compressors using the types of velocity diagram
used in this investigation indicate that the flow breaks down first at
the rotor tip radius. The numerical values of the boundary-layer para-
meier used in this snalysis should not be considered as the msdmum
obtainable. The trend of variation.of stage pressure ratio with change
in relative inlet-air angle and @al velocity for a given value of
~s/ql,= was determined.

In the later stages of a multistage compressor, the static-pressure
rise is more critical because the blades have smaller chords than in the
first stages, the blades are working against a higher static-pressure
~dient, and the boundary layer takes up a greater part of the smaller
passage. Conservative values of this bound&y-layer parameter have
therefore been used. Although the values used have been exceeded in a
number of single-stage compressors, good efficiencies have been maintained.

The variation of possible stage pressure ratio for a given set of
design limits with a variation of rotor-tip rel+ive fret-air angle and
axial velocity was determined. This analysis was made by calculating
the total-pressure ratio for a constant value of each limit involved,
that is, A@ll,&> @L, turning angle, &l’c,t, and limiting Mach

nuniberfor various tip axial velocities and relative inlet-air angles.
The Mach number at the stator-hub inlet was determined for each of the
conditions mentioned to insure that the lhdting Mach numiberhad not
been exceeded.
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The

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

The

The

The

analysis was based on the following assuqtions:

Isentropic stage process

Constant total enthalpy (constant total temperature) frc& hti
to tip at each axial station

Simple radial equilibriumwith no radial flow at each axial :(
station. N

.

No change h axial velocity through a blade row at the mean radius

constant tip aismeter

three basic equations

conttiuity equation:

I

1

l,t

2Ycpgv
1 1,2

‘l,h

through compressor

used in the analysis are

?
2,t

rdr= J 211pgv
11 2 2,3 ‘2m2

‘2,h

ener~ equation considered along a streamline:

T ‘w + v12
Y ‘%s, + V22

r-l Pl,~ T
—- UAVO= y-l p2,8 2

The equation for radial equilibrium:

ldP=%32 ()bVr v dVr
———
pdr r -vzT-rF-

which for no radial flow reduces to

loll? VQ2

~G=7

. - ——— . .—— —
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Constant total enthalpy from hub to tip, resulting from the addi-
tion of a vortex by the rotorz and simple ra~d equilibrium were
assumed; and the variation of axial velocity from hub to tip was deter-
mined from the energy and equilibrium equations. The assumption of sim-
ple radial equilibrium and no radial flow is conservative, inasmuch as
higher Mach nwibers at the stator huh and higher static-pressurerise
across the rotor tip are obtained than would have been if some radial
flow, which is present in most compressors, had been assumed.

co

‘] In the analysis the axial.velocity was assumed constant across each
blade row at the mean radius. The effects of changes in axial velocity
across the blade row are ~resented for purposes of evaluation.

All pressu ratios for the stagewise design-point characteristics
are based on an adiabatic efficiency of 0.85. The over-all total-
pressure ratio entering the typical intermediate stage was assumed to be
3.0 and the total-pressure ratio for the typical final stage was assumed
as 9.0. For convenience, the correspondingtemperature rise at the
stage entrances was computed on the assumption of an adiabatic effi-
ciency of 0.85, which implied a slightly higher polytropic efficiency in
the final stage than in the intermediate stage.

The inlet, intermediate, and final stages were first calculated on
an isentropic basis. From these three stages, the stagewise distribu-
tion of stage ’pressureratio was det&mined and then corrected for an
atiabatic efficiency of 0.85. These corrected stage pressure ratios
were used in the multistage &alculations. The assumption of isentropic
stage compression and the use of adiabatic efficiencies in the over-all
calculations are equal to the assumption that all losses occur between ‘
the stages rather than within,the stage.

Details of equations used azd methods of calculation are given in
appendix B.

Inlet Stage

Because the inlet stage determines the weight flow.and the tip
speed for the entire compressor, these factors must be kept as high as
possible at the inlet stage even if the stage pressure ratio is less
than couldbe obtained if they were reduced. In general, the compromise
among weight flow, tip speed, and pressure ratio will vary according to
the engine application. The tip speed must be high in a high stage
pressure ratio compressorbecause’the energy impartedby the rotor.to a
unit mass of fluid is the product of the change in tangential velocity
component and the speed of the rotor. Because high tip speed is essen-
tial to high-stage pressure ratios throughout the compressor,,.weight
flow will not be as high as wouldbe possible with lower tip speeds.

— . . .. . —....— . . . .. .. —- ______ —— —. ——.—._-—.—_— ..-
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The weight flow obtainable with high tip speeds, however, compares
favorabl.ywith present low-pressure-ratiocompressors. Because the
inlet stage is important, the following two types of velocity diagram
for this stage were investigated:

(1) A symmetrical velocity diagram at all radii with constant total
enthalpy per pound of fluid from hul to tip

(2) A wheel-plus-vortex diagram in which the tangential velocity
component entaing the rotor is solid-body or wheel type
and the change in tangential component through the rotor
a vortex. The stator removes the vortex added by the
rotor. This velocity +agmm can be symmetrical at one
radius only, which may be arbitrarily selected.

Both velocity di~ams have constant energy addition from hub to

is

tip to avoid mixing losses and have increasing axial velocity from tip
to hub to satisfy simple radial equilibrium.

Free-vortex-type flow was rejetted (reference 1) because it pro-
ThZCfM lolr weight f10W and low pressure ratio.

0

Velocity vector diagam nomenclature is illustrated by the typical
velocity diagram shown in figure 1.

.

The second parameter investigatedwas the rotor-tip relative inlet-
air angle p‘l)t. For a given relative I@ch number Limitation and a
symmetrical velocity diagram at some given radius, low relative inlet-
air angles produce high weight flows but low tip speeds, whereas high
‘relative inlet-air angles produce the opposite effect. Since both high
weight flow sad high tip speed are advantageous in the inlet stage, a
compromise, which wild.be tiscussed I_at=, is necessary.

The third parsmeter is the ratio of the +ange in tangential veloc-
ity component through the rotor to rotor-tip speed, designated Y.
This parsmeter, as mentioned before, ‘bearsdirectly on the obtainable
stage pressure ratio.

The hub-to-tip radius ratio is another parameter. A hti-to-tip
radius ratio of 0.5 at the rotor inlet was selected on the basis of
reference 2 as a satisfactory compromise among weight flow, tip speed,
and pressure ratio.

The principal limit in the inlet stage is the flow Mach nwiber
relative to the rotor or stator blades, for high tip speeds and high
weight flows per unit frontai area result in high Wch numb=s. The
limiting Mach number may occur at either the rotor tip or hub, or the
stator huh, depeding on the type of velocity diagram. Figure 2(a)

.. . . .
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shows that for both the wheel-plus-vortex velocity diagram with the syr.u-
metrical velocity diagsm at the mean radius and-the symmetrical velocity
diagrsm at all radii the highest Mach number occurs at the stator hub.
Because the stator flow tu.rnnngis also highest at the bib, the stator- “
hub Mach number is the limiting factor in the inlet stage. A plot of
maximum relative Mach numiberat the rotor inlet against stator-hub Mach
number for constant ~ values, a hub-tip ratio of 0.5, and rotor-
tip re~tive inlet-air angle of 55° is shown in figure 2(a). The maxi-
mum relative rotor Mach ntier occurs at the “tipfor the wheel-plus-
vortex diagram and at the hub for the symmetrical diagram at all radii.
The curves crossing the lines of constant Ym in this figure are curves
of limiting Mach nmiber obtained from Bogdonoff’s unpublished cascade -
data previously mentioned. Calculation were made for rotor-tip rela-
tive inlet-air angles of 50°, 55°, and 60°. The results shown in fig-
ure 2(a) are typical for all three angles.

Only maxhmm relative Mach numbers at the rotor inlet corresponding
to those portidns of the curves of constant Ym (fig. 2(a)) up to the
intersection with the curves 0$ limiting Mach nmikr can be used with
the blade configuration from which the cascade data‘were obtained. This
configuration consisted of 65-series blawer blades having 6-percent
thickness and a solidity of 1.5. Other blades and solidity configura-
tions may have higher l~ting Mach nunb=s, permitting high= rotor-
tip and statcw-h* Mach numbers. Figures 2(b), 2(c), and 2(d) show
corresponding curves of specific equivalent weight flow, equivalent tip
speed, and stage total-pressure ratio against maxtmum relative Mach num-
ber at the rotor entrsnce. Figure 2 shows where the 13miting lkch num-
b= occurs and compares the wheel-plus-vortex diagram and symmetrical
diagan at all radii.

The effect of rotor-tip relative Net-air angle on specific equi-
valent weight flow, equivalent tip speed, and stage total-pressure ratio
as determined for the limiting Mach-number condition at the stator hul
for the two types of velocity diagram is shown in figure 3.

These curves are plotted for a Ym value of 0.25. Figure 3 is
obtained from figure 2 and similar cu’ves for the other two singles. The
symmetrical di.~am at all radii produces slightly higher tip speed and
pressure ratio at low relative inlet-air angles and slightly higher
specific weight flow at high inlet-air angles.

Effect of Radial Position of Symmetrical Velocj-&y

Diwam for Wheel-plus-Vortex Design

The inlet-stage analysis has thus far considered the position of
the syuunetricaldiagram only at the mean radius for the wheel-plus-
vortex diagram. The results of an investigation of the variation of

. .-— —. . ..—. _.-. _.. —____ ... .. . . .._ . ... _ —— —.. .—e. .._...___ __________ ... _____
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stator-hti Mach nunikr, specific equivalent weigh% flow, equivalent tip
speed, and stage total-presswe ratio with the radius ratio at which the
symmetrical velocity diagram is maintained is shown in figure 4. The
rotor-tip Mach number is 0.80 and the relative inlet-air angle is 60°.
The curve of Umiting Mach nmiber at the statcm hub is shown. With the
symmetrical diagram at a radius ratio of 0.75 (the mean radius), the
stator-hti Mach .zumberis well above the limiting Mach nunhr if the
rotor-tip Mach number is 0.80. MowLng the position of the symmetrical
diagram toward the hub decreases the stator-hti Mach nwiber while the
rotor-tip Mach nuniberremains at O.80; hence high rotor-tip speed is
maintained. The shift in radial position of the symmetrical diagram
allows the stage pressure ratio, weight flow, and tip speed to be raised
without exceeding the limiting Mach nuniberat the stator hdo. The
effect of slxlftingthe radial position of the symmetrical diagram on
specific equivalent weight flow, tip speed, sad pressure ratio for ~
of 0.25 over a range of relative inlet-air angles is shown in figure 5.
The solid curve indicates the original position of the symmetrical
diagram at a radius ratio of 0.75, as in figure 3. Figwes 3 and 5
show that the wheel-plus-vortex diagram produ~es higher weight flow,
pressure ratio, and tip speed than the symmetrical diqywun at all
radii when the position of the sytmnetricaldiagrsm is moved from the
mean radius toward the hti. In order to obtafi high tip speed and a
desirable weight flow, a Ym value of 0.2 was used, which produced a
lower pressme ratio than could have been obtained with higher values of
Ym (fig. 4). A Ym value of 0.15 or 0.10 might be used to gain more
tip speed and weight flow at the further expense of pressure ratio.
Exceeding the 13miting Mach number in the inlet stage would result in
lower efficiency but would permit high= tip speed and weight flow. The
compromise depends on the application of the engine or the reqtiements
of the turbine and combustion section of the engine. The inlet stage
selected for this investigation had an equivalent tip speed of 1120 feet
per second, a rotor-tip relative inlet-air angle of 60°, a stage total-
presswe ratio of 1.227, and a specific equivalent weight flow of 26.25
pounti per second per square foot of -frontalarea (35.00 l.b/(see)(sq ft)
of annular area). The position of the symmetrical diagam is at a
radius ratio of 0.66. These values are shown in figure 4 at the inter-
sections of the Ym = 0.20 and limiting Mach-n@er curves. The equa-
tions used in the inlet-stage analysis are presented in appendix B.

Although the analysis deals primarily with flow hav5mg no change h
axial velocity across the blade row at the mean radius, table I shows
the effect of change in sxial velocity ttiough the rotor. This table
compares specific equivalent weight flow @/AB, equivalent tip speed

uJ@, ‘and stage total-presswe ratio P2/Pl for a 10-percent decrease

in axial velocity, no change in axial velocity, and a 10-percent
increase in sxial velocity, all at the mean radius.

— — -. .
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For both types of dia+yam and for constant ~, a 10-percent
L
1 decrease in axial ”velocityacross the rotor permits s~ght increases in

relative Mach nmiber entering the rotor at the tip, specific equivalentI
weight flow, equivalent tip speed, and stage total-pressure ratio as
compared with conditions for no chsnge in axial velocity (table I). A
slight decrease in stator-hub Mach number is obtained. For an increase .
in axial velocity a slight increase in ~ch nmiber is obtained. The
changes are significant, although small, because spectiic weight flow,

:N tip speed, and pressure ratio &anbe raised simmltaneouslybypermitting
N
ul
U-I

a decrease in axial velocity through the rotor at the mean radius.
Decreases in sxial velocity, ho’vrever,might result in increased
boundary-layer tbiclmess and decreased stage efficiency.

I
t Ji@rmediate Stage ,

The inlet stage determines the tip speed and the weight flow for
the other stages and hence these q~ntities sre not variables in the
later stages; The relative inlet-air single)sxial velocity, hub-tip
ratio, and radial position of the symmetrical diagsm may still be
varied. On the basis of the inlet-stage analysis, the wheel-plus-
vortex velocity tiagram was used in the later stages. The symmetrical
velocity diagram was placed at the mean passage radius in the later
stages because limiting rotor-tip relative Mach number and stator-hub
Mach number me of the same order of magnitude sad placing the symmetri-
cal diagram at the mean radius does not decrease one Mach nmiber at the
expense of increasing the other.

In the intermediate and final stages, as high a stage pressure
ratio as possible should be produced, consistent tith any design limita-
tions imposed.

The typical intermediate stage was selected at the point in the
compressor where the over-all total-pressure ratio is 3.0. The Limiting
factors, UCL at rotor hti, %1~1, ax at the outm casing, limiting

Mach number at the rotor tip, and flow turning singleat the rotor tip
have been preciously discussed.

Possible stage total-pressure ratios and stator-hti limiting l@ih
numbers against dimensionless sxial velocity at the rotor tip hl,t

for the various limiting factors and at a rotor-tip relative inlet-air
angle

for a
stage
iting
angle
which

&of 55° are shown in figure 6(a . The same quantities are shown
relative inlet-ah angle of 60 in figure 6(b). The possible
pressure ratio maybe limitedby one or more of the several lim-
factors as shown in figure 6. The rotor-tip relative inlet-air
and the tiensionless axial velocity at the rotor tip determine
of the factors will be the limit. In general, for constant

.— . . ..
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relative inlet-ah angle at high dimensionless axial velocities, either .
the rotor tip Mach number or the boundary-laya parameter @s/ql,= or

both are the limiting factor, and at low dimensionless axial velocities,
‘turningangle or ~ is the limiting factor- As the relative inlet- I

air angle increases, the ldmiting values of the boundary-layer parameter
we to lower pressure ratios and the rotor-tip 13@ting I@ch nmiber “
moves to low= ~ionless -al velocities. The variation of stage
total-pressure ratio and stator-hti Mach nti= wi.threlative inlet-air
angle for various ccmibinationsof the 13raitingfactors is shown infig-

!2ure 7. Cui
N

values of the Umits used in the intermediate- and f-l-stage anal-
yses haye been exceedqd in several single-stage compressors of vsrious
configurations, ficlm a high-pressure-ratio configuration that had a
pressure ratio of 1.515 and an adiabatic efficiency of 0.89. The Limit
values are cowidered reasonable and practical. Curves of possible
stage pressme ratio based on the cascade data of reference 3 are pre-
sented in figure 7(a) to show furth= correlation of yossible stage
pressure ratio with the results of this investigation. The limiting
llachnumb= at the stator hub is shown in figure 7(b) by the nearly
horizontal solid curve. This Mach ntiw places a further restriction ,
on the value of the Limits that can be ~edj for example, a value of
turning angle A@rc,t of 28° cannot be used without exceeding the

limiting stator-tmibMach nuniber. At high relative inlet-air angles the
possible pressme ratio is limitedby the boundary-layer parameter and
at re@tive &iLet-air angles below about 50°, by the stator-hub Mach
number. Tl# highest presswe ratios exe obtainedat relative inlet-air
mgles arouhd 55°, the value depending on the given value of the limits.

The variation of rotor-tip ~ionless @l velocity with rela-
tive inlet-ah angle corresponding to the “~ -l-e ~ ~a/ql,=

13mits used h figure 7 is shown fifigure 8. Figure 8 is obttied
from curves shilar to figure 6 for various relative inlet-air angles
and is used to show the range of values of dimensionless adal velocity I

covered by the l+mits.

The variation of possible stage t.otal-presswe ratio with relative
inlet-air angle for various 13mits and’an axial velocity that would I

produce a li.mitingltachntier at the rotor tip is shown in figure 7(a).
The axial velocity maybe reducedby increasing the passage height,
which wild.cause some reduction in possible pressure ratio. Figure 9
shows the variation of possible stage total-pressure ratios with rela-
tive inlet-air angle for two dimensionless -al velocities less than
those reqtiedfcw limitdmg rotor-tip l@ch numbers at the rotor ti~and
a given set of limits. These curves are an envelope of the various
limit curves and are obtained frmn cross plots of curves shilar to fig-
ure 6. The.curves shuw that for a given dimensionless axial velocity

.1

.—.-———— — .—. . — —. — ..-— .—
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only a small range ‘ofrelative inlet-ah angle will.produce the highest
pressure ratio for a given set of limits and that a deviation from this
range will ~eatl.y reduce the possible pressure ratio. Achangein
dimensionless axial velocity does not have a great effect on the opti-
mum relative inlet-air angle. For a given dimensionless axial veloc-
ity, the turning angle is the limiting factor at low relative inl.et-
air angles. As the rebtive inlet-air angie is increased, a% maY
become the limiting factor until the boundary-layer parameter cuzve is
reached. The boundary-layer parameter then becomes the limiting factor
until the relative rotor-tip Mach nwiber is reached.

The relative ma@.tude.”of the boundary-lay~ Paramet= APs/~,= ‘

at the stator hti and tip compared with the rotor tip, and the effect
of changes in turning-angle limit ad &s/ql ~ at the rotor tip on

%~%,ax
at the sta.tortip and hub are shcn& in table II. The I@le

covers a range of Ms/ql,= and &ltcjt values at the rotor tip so

that a correlation can be’made.

All stator values are lower than-rotor tip values. Table II shows
also that APS/~,= at the stator h@ and tip timore ~fec~d by

~ ‘c)t c-es th~ by APs/ql,= across the rotor at the out= case.

The general discussion of ZXPs/ql,= at the rotor tip dealt with this

relation. I

Final Stage

An investigation similsr to that for the intamdiate stage was ~
csmried out for a typical final stage. The over+l total-pressure
ratio at the inlet to this stage was assumed to be 9.0. The results of ,
the analysis are presented in figures 10 to I-3. The eq~tions usedto
calculate the resuXts are given in a~pendix B. . .

The corresponding figures for the intermediate and final stages
are quite similar except for the numerical values. The possible total-
pressure ratios for a given set of Umits are lower fcm the final stage
than for the intermediate stage because of the lower equivalent tip
speed in the later stages due to higher temperature. The dimensionless
axial velocities reqtied to produce a limiti6g Mach nmb= at the
rotor tip are higher in the final stages because of the highs? velocity
of sound. The optimum relative inlet-ah angle for a given set of
Umits is sldghtly higher tithe ftil stage than that for the inkr-
mediate stage and a deviation frcunthe optimum relative inlet-air amgle
for a given dimensionless axial velocity and set of limits produces a
smaller decrease in total-pressure ratio in the fi!nalstage than in the
intermediate stige (see figs. 9 and I-3).

L—. -.. — . . ..—. . . . . . . . . . >----- ,.. —._. — .. —.-, — .-— ——— ..— — ..— ——e .-----.— ___ .---------
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By use of the results of the thee stage anaQwes, an estimate of
the over-all total-pressure ratio of a multistage compressor can be
made. In order to obtain the highest total-pressure ratio for a given
set of limits, that is, specified values of ~Jql,uj (‘~)h,

@’c,t) and Mach nmikr, a definite relative inlet-air angle and dimen-
(

0
sionl.essaxial velocity are obtained as shown in figures 7, 8, IL, and
12. @nerally the specified values of %$ A@’~,t) ~d ~s/ql,a 1

8

cannot all be satisfied at the same time. The two quzmtities permitting E,

the highest press~e ratio without exceeding the specified value of the
third ptiameter are used. These optimum values of rotor-tip d3mmsion-
less axial velocity, relative inlet-air angle, ad stage total-pressure
ratio for the inta’mediate and final stages are plotted tith the values
at the inlet stage against over-all total-pressure ratio on semilog 1
coordinates. %moth curves were faired through the data. Figure 14
presents a typical curve for A@ ’c,t = 20°~ (“~)h = 1.1, and I

‘s/ql,a. = 1.6. The boundary-byer parameter is the most severe lim-

itation on stage pressure ratio-at high relative inlet-ah angles, and
1

the later stages require lower relative inlet-air angles than the inlet
stage does to produce the maximum total-pressure ratio for a specified
set of conditions. Pressure ratio was compromised at the inlet stage to
obtdn high tip speed and satisfactoryweight fluw. Stage pressure
ratio rose from the inlet value to a maximum in the intermediate stages,
aft= which the increasing severity of the hound.ary-layerparameter and
blade-loadhg parameters 13mited the stage pressure ratios to lower
values in the final stages. The increase in dimensionless tial veloc-
ity at the rotor tip through the compressor has the advantage of tend-
ing to keep the boundary layer tfi, but has the disaihmntage of making
the cliffuser design more difficult. These results w=e obtained for
opt- conditions, that is, they w=e the best results for a specified
set of 13mits. This optimum does not indicate an absolute maxhnum
value. The curves obtained from the three stage analyses permit a
stage-by-stage calculation of stagewise design-petit characteristics.
The results are shown in figure I-S. Figure M shows the variation of
over-all total-pressure ratio, stage total-pressure ratio, rotor-tip
relative Met-air angle, rotor-tip -al Mach nunber based on total
temperature, and d3memionless adal velocity at the rotor tiy with the
nmiber of stages in the compressor for five conditions. The limits used
in the figure are A@”’c,t = 20~ APs/ql,_ = 1.6, 13miting I@ch nuniber

at rotor tip, and (d!J)h = 1.1. The pressure ratios and axial Mach

nuder are based on an adiabatic efficiency of 0.85.

Curve A represents the opt- analysis conditions fw this set of
limits; that is, the stagewise variation of inlet-air ~le, which

,,

should be lower in the final stages than in the inlet stage, and of axial
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velocity, which should increase stagewise, that produces the highest
over-all.total-pressure ratio.

35

Curves B, C, and E were obtained
ures 9 and 13 of stage total-pressure
angle for various dimensionless axial
given set of limits.

The effect of deviation from the

from cross plots similar to fig-
ratio against relative inlet-ah
velocities at the rotor tip and a

optimum stagewise variation of
relative @let-ah angle and axial velocity is shown by the four curves,
B toE. The results of a constant relAive inlet-air az@e and an
axial velocity that wi.111give the Mach-nuniberlimit at the rotor tip
are shown by curve D. These conditions produce low pressure ratios as
co~ared with cwve A. The stagewise characteristicsfor constsnt rela-
tive inlet-air angle and constant axial Mach number, shown by curve E,
are of lower values than for curve D. Cmves D and E show that possible
over-all toi%l-presswre ratio is sensitive to deviations of relative
inlet-air angle at the rotor tip other than the optimum stagewise distri-
bution. The conditions representedby curve D give the axial-velocity
distribution that is opttium for the specified relative inlet-air angle
because this axial velocity results & the limiting Mach nuriberat the
rotor tip. Curve E shows the effect of detiation from the optimum
stagewise distribution of both relative inlet-air angle and tial veloc-
ity: The stagewise characteristics of a compressor having constant
axial.Mach number throughout are shownby curve C. The overall total-
pressure ratio for curve C is significantlyhigher @an for curves D
and E, although it remains less than that of curve A. Cmve B shows
the ctiacteristics for constant adal-velocity ratio downstream of the
point where the over-all total-pressureratio is 3.0. This curve most -
closely approaches the optimum conditions, and may be even more advsm-
tageous than the optimum conditionsbecause the axial velocity is much
lower at the compressor outlet. Such a compressor would require only
one more stage than the optimwn compressor to produce the same over-all
pressure ratio. Figure I-5shows that the stagewise ctiacteristics sxe
rather poor for designs having constant relative itiet-air angle
(curves D and E) compared with designs which use the optimum relative
inlet-air angle for the specified axial velocitY (cmves B and C).

Only a small range of relative inlet-air angle for a given axial
velocity produces the highest pressure ratio and a deviation from this
range of relative inlet-ah angle results in a large decrease in total-
pressure ratio (figs. 9 and I-3). Changes in axial velocity from opti-
mum also result in a decrease’in possible pressure ratio. -Howeverjthe
decrease in pressure ratio which occurs for a decrease in axial velocity
is small compared with the decrease which occurs for a change in rela-
tive inlet-air sngle.
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Although decreasing the axial-velocity ~tribution from the opti-
mum distributionmay be advantageous in obtaining lower corgmessor-
outlet axial velocities smd low= outlet hti-to-ti~ ratios, no advantage
is gatied by dalating from the optimum relative inlet-air-angle distri-
bution.

As previously mentioned, the outlet -al-velocity ratio of the
optimum compressor (cmve A) is quite high and produces some problems
in mfus~ design. For.this reason, eith= constant axial Mach nunhr
(curve C) or constant axial-velocity (curve B) designs nay be more

desirable. Comtmt tial-velocity design (downstream of the point
where the over-all total-pressure ratio is 3.O) produces lower outlet
-al velocities than does constant axial Mach-nuniberdesign and has a
higher over-all pressure ratio for a given number of stages.

The effect of chsnging the 13mi.tvalues on stagewise characters-
tics of a compressor having constad aSal velocity downstream of the
point where the over-all total-pressure ratio is 3.0 is shown in fig-
ure 16. AKL curves are based on optimum relative inlet-air angle far
the specified limit values. .

Increasing the value of 43’c,t from 20° to 28° (cases I and III)

or increasing the value of AP6/ql,~ from 1.6 to 2.0 (cases I and IV)

has very little ~eparate effect on the over-all pressure ratio. The o
. aCL Wt is reached first and increasing the value of the other limits

has no effect @ the middIe stages and only a slight effect in the
ftil stages. Increasing the 13miting

9
value from 1.0 to 1.2

(cases I and II) produces a marked effect ecause it permits the stage
pressure ratio of the intermediate stages to be raised. Iimreasing all
the limits (cases I and V) produces a significant increase in over-all
total-pressure ratio. This increase was sufficient to allow the elimi-
nation of one stage yet to maint+in the same over-all total-pressure
ratio as cases 1, III, and IV.

CONCLUSIONS

The follming conclusionswere obtained from the analytical inves-
tigation of high stage pressure ratio axial-flow multistage compressors:

(1)‘Thewheel-plus-vortex velocity di~am, when the radial posi-
tion of the symmetrical velocity is properly chosen, results
in tip speeds, weight flows, and total-pressure ratios higher
than the symmetrical velocity diagram at all radii with
constant ener~ addition from hub to tip when compared on a
limiting Mach number basis.

.

t?

—.— .. -.-— .. ----- . . . — —-
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(2) In order to obtain maximum over-all total-pressure ratio with
satisfactory weight flow for the limits used, the stage
pressure ratio should be low in the inlet stage, should
increase in the intermediate stages, and then decrease in the
final stages of the compressor.

(3) In order to obtain mdmum over-all total-pressme ratio for
the limits ued, the axial velocity should increase stagewise
through the compressor and the rektive inlet-air angle at
the rofmr tip should be lower in the later stages than in the
inlet stage.

(4) For a given set of 13mit@g conditions, constant stagewise
tial Mach num@ design and a design ham constant s_b3ge-
wise axial velocity downstream of the point in the compressor
where the over-all total-pressme ratio is 3.0 produced
near~ as high an average stage total-pressme ratio as the
optimum design and had appreciably lower outlet tial veloc-
ities.

(5) For a given set of limiting.conditions, designs having constant
rektive inlet-air angle produced appreciably low= av~age
stage total-pressure ratios than the designs that used the
optimum relative inlet-air angle stagewise distribution.
These results were obtained because the dimensionless @al
velocity must change if the relative inlet-air angle is
_ed appreciably in order to maintain limit5mg conditions.

(6) An increase of”the allowable valk of the UCL parameter
while the other parameters remained constant had an appre-
ciable effect on pressure ratios. Increasing the allowable
values of @ t

C,t ~d ~&~ parameters while the oth~

parameters are kept constant had little effect on the pres-
sure ratio. Increasing all parameters simultaneously results
in a significsm.tincrease in over-all pressure ratio.

(7) For an assumed adiabatic efficiency of 85 percent, average
stage total-pressure ratios of the order of 1.30 and a weight
flow df 26 pounds per second per square foot of frontal area
were indicated as being obtainable with the reasonable and
practical design limitations used.

Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratwy
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

Cleveland, Ohio

. . . . .. ———- ... -.—. . ... . .. _______ .. . .. . _____ _
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APPENmx A
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SYM801S

The following syaibolsare used in this report:

frontal area, based on rotor-tip diameter, sq ft

local speed of sound, ft/sec

lift coefficient

specific heat at

function

constant pressure, Btu/(lb)[%’)

standsml acceleration due to giavity, 32.174 ft/sec2

tthnensionlessaxial velocity, ratio of axial velocity to rotor
tip speed

mechanical equivalent of heat, 778 ft-lb&u

Mach nunikr, V/a

absolute presswe, lb/sqft

1 2 lb/sqft “
dynamic pressure, ~V ,

&S constant, ft-lb/(lb)(%)

radius, ft

absolute temperature, %

blade speed, ft/sec

equivalentblade speed
conditions, ft/sec

corrected to stan@d NACA sea-level

absolute velocity, ft/sec

relative velocity of fluid with respect to rotor, ft/sec

weight flow, lb/see

{,

—. —..
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co

G
u-l

specific equivalent
area corrected to
lb/(sec)(sq,ft)

19

weight flow, weight flow per unit frontal
standard NACA sea-level conditions,

ratio of absolute tangential velocity to rotor-tip speed

ratio of change in tangential velocity through rotor to rotor-
tip speed

ratio of blade speed at any radius to blade speed at tip

angle between absolute velocity vector and rotor a&s, deg

angle between relative inlet-air velocity vector and rotor -s, deg

relative

ratio of

ratio of

turning angle through rotor, deg

specific heats cp~cv = 1.3947

inlet total

sme (2116.2 lb/sq

ratio of inlet total
temperate (518.6

mass density “ofair,

pressure to standard NACA sea-level pres-
ft)

temperature to standsrd NACA sea-level
%)

slugs/cu ft

blade-element solidity, chord/spacing =
number of blades x chord

2Ycr

Subscripts:

o standard conditions

1 upstream of rotor
.
2 downstream of rotor and upstream of stator

3 downstream of stator

av average

ax axial

c corrected for change in axial velocity through blade row

h hub radius

— —.-—. _ .— -—-y -..—. . . . .. ._,.. ____ . . .. . .
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2 &al direction

m mean radius

r any given radius, or radial &ection

s. static conditions

T totsl conditions

t tip radius

e tangential direction

NACA TN 2589

Superscript:

t relative to rotor

I

I

..-. ,-
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The

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

.

fW?ENDIX B )

EQUATIONS USED IN INVESTIGATION

General Assumptions ‘
\

equations are based on the following assumptions:

Constant tip diameter

Constmt axial velocity through the blade row at the mean
radius

Isentropic stage compression “

constant total ellthdpy from hub to tip

Shnple radial equilibrium of pressure and no radial.flow

lhlet wage .

21

Wheel-plus-vortex velocity Uagrsm. - This diagram has solid body
rotation through guide vanes with vortex rotation added by the rotor
and removed by the stator. The velocity diagram is symmetrical.at
one radius. vd.UeS Of p‘l,t and ~ are ass~dj ~,h hS.Sbeen .

assumed to be 0.50. The variation of X, Y, and h can be deter-
mined as follows:

~=~-Yr
2

(Bl)

where r is the radius at which the symmetrical diagram is maintained.

For solid-body rotation after the inlet guide’vanes,

Since the rotor adds a vortex to the.flow,

yt. yz

(B2)

(B3)

Assuming constant total enthalpy from hub to tip, an isentropic
process, solid-body rotation, and simple radial eqtiibrium with no
radial flow, the energy equation gives,

. . .. —- .. . ..... . . ._-— ..—_ ..__ .. .._. _____- .---— . ..-. —-..._—. ... . . .. ______ ___
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(B4)hf = 2X1,*2 (1 - Zq +
(1 - x@

tan2j3’1,t

The tip speed is found%y writing the ener~ equation between the \

rotor inlet and a stagnation point in the free stream:

ut2 = %2

%,*2 + (1 - q ~)2

(B5)

+?--l
~ (Xl,t2 + hl,t2)

%,t2

‘dues ‘f “l)t
are assumed in equation (B5).

The hub conditions are simlbrly found to be

. Yt
‘l)h.‘xl,t~ ~d Yh=—

%

hljh2 + (~ - xQ)2
“l,h2 =

()

%2 y-l
q - ~ (Xl,h2 + hl,h2)

(B6)

(B7)

The weight flow is given by

J

rt
w. pghq-21-rr&

3

which in terms oflthe known quantitiesbecomes

w = 2Yrrt2ut,ogJ’e0&_&%2 + =t2 (1--Z2)+

(B8)
1

1}[

x 1l/2x 2Z2 Utz
t %2 + 2X# (1-Z2) z d% .

.—__ —.___ ___ .. —— —._ —. .-— .__.
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which may be numerically or mechanically integrated.

The stator-hti radius is determined from the continuity equation
for the known weight flcnrand veloci’ty distribution downstream of the
rotor.

By use of the energy equation across the rotor and the contfi~tY

equation, the weight flow entering the stator is

H
1.0

w= 2mt2P()@Jt h1,m2 - 2xl,t2(z2 - Z#) -

%

%]’’2{l-+(:}[h,,J-a,,/(z-%2)-4xl,tYt ln~

1

1}

Y-1
%,t % ~;+ (X1+Y)2 - 2Yt Zaz

(B9) ‘

Various values of ~ me assumed and equation (B9) is evaluated

until the weight flow equals that known for the rotor. Thus the
stator ~ is found and the channel shape is determined. This pro-

> cedure can be used for say stage.

The distribution of axial velocity entering the stator canbe
obtained from the following equation:

(B1O)

for any radial.position.

total-pressure ratio is determinedly assuodng an isen-~e stage
tropic process and writtig the ener~ equation, &d&g into account

. the energy added to the flow by the rotor. The resulting eq~tion is
.

[ ( )1
T

‘2,T Utzy-1

‘1,T
=l+(y- 1) Yt ~ (Bll)

. ..—. — _____ _______ .. ___ ,, ____ ..— — —.—. . .. . .. . ._______ ... . ... _____ ---
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The
critical
gated as
equation

NACA TN 2589 v

stator-lnibMach nuniberis investigated to’determine whether the ,
Mach nuniberis exceeded. Only the stator hub need be investi-
this point has the highest local Mach nuuiber. The following
is obtained from the ener~ equation, assuming an isentropic

process and a perfect gas:

Symmetrical velocity diagram at all radii. - This velocity diagram
has wheel-minus-vortexrotation through the guide vanesj the rotor addE
a vortex to the flow and the stator removes this vortex.

As b the wheel-plus-vortex velocity diagram, P’l,t) Ym) and
M’l,t are assumed; Zl,h has been assumed to be 0.50. I

Stice a vortex is added by the rotor,

The eqyation of the

‘Yt
Y=~

symetrlcal diagram is

or

The distribution of axial

hl2-=h1t2 -
J

2X1+Y=Z

velocity entering the rotor is

~ (1.0 - Z2)Ytlny+2

\
The axial-velocity distribution entering

h22 = hl,m2 + ~ (%2 - Z2) +

the stator is

%
Ytln~

(B13) -

(B14)

(B15)

(B16)

(B17)

—.———.— .. ——— —. . . . . . . . .-—— .—. ____ —.. -
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Equations for Ut, weight flow, stage1
stator-hub Mach nmiber similar to those for1
@am maybe written: ,

9>

25

total-yressure ratio, and
the wheel-plus-vortex &la- .

,rJ

UI
u-l

.

aoG
Utz = (B18)

hl,h2+ (yh+xl,h)2 + y- 1
~ (hl,h2 + X~,h2)

M’~,h2

T

‘2 !!?

[ ()1

Ut 7-1
A=l+(T-l)Yt%

()1
2

M2, ,=

.
1.

(B19)

(B20)

r-l

U2,T
T

PI
> r-l-—

()[

Ut 2 1
2

‘2,h2 + (Xh+yh)2
G

7-.titermediate and Final.Stages

(B21)

For the intermediate and final s’tiges,the wheel-plus-vortex veloc-
ity diagram, which was symmdmical at the mean radius, was used. The
weight flow and tip speed are set-by the inlet stage and are therefore
known. V&ll.lesOf ~’l,t and hl t ~e ass~ed. me o~er-~ tot~.
pressure ratio at the intermediat~ stage entrance is assumed to be 3.0;
that at the final stage entrance, 9.o.

The turning of the flow at the rotor tip, based on limiting Mach
number, is calculated as foldws:

,. .

(B22)

. -- -. - -—. -- -... —.- ..————. . .. .. _ ___ __________ --—— ,—.:.—. —_________ . . ..
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(B23)

The value of A@ ’c,t correspondingto M’l,t is selected from a

chart based on Bogdonoff’s unpublished cascade data. In using this
chart, the assumption is made-that blade
tive inlet-air angle are near 6 percent,

To find Z
l,h

pl.o \

thickness, solidity,-andreW-
1.5j and 60°, respectively.

2

By assuming values of ~ and evaluating the integral, zl,h can

be found, since the weight flow must equal.that for the inlet stage.

The axial-velocity

%2=%,m’
The rotor relative

velocity is given by

.

distribution entering the stator is given by

- ‘ljt
2 (z2-zm2) -

%L,t ‘t b & (B25)

inlet-air angle corrected for variation in adal

“.( )

-1 1
P’l,t,c= *

- ‘l,t

%,t

p,
l,t,c - “c,t = “2,c,t
., .1 (B26)

The stage total-pressure ratio based on ailowable Wch n~er is

.

——— --——.—. —
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N
IN
m
U1

.

‘2,T
—=

‘1,T

?-
2 y-1

()]

Y~ u~
l+(y--l)— —

‘l,T aO
TO

The ~S/!I1,~ term is computed from

d

the following

(B27)

equation:

[

I

AP8

1)

Y-1
r-l—= (V’12- V’22) -1+ (B28)

~1,~
1 + 232 TM ~

which is derived from the energy equation and is based on isentropic
stage conditions.

Values of Yt sre assumed from which ~,t values are calculated.

The h2,t values are used to conqmte V’22 so that a range of

A%& ax values covers a range of Yt. Values of Yt we then

obtainable for desired values of AFs/ql,= and corresponding stage

total-pressure ratios canbe computed.

For the turning limitation, a range of ‘Yt values are assumed and

& ‘t,c values are computed by &e of the following equations:

and

were

%,t + +l,thav,t =

Values of @’ C,t
Yt is determined

used to determine

h2,t2 = %,t2 - ‘l)t ‘t h $

●
(B29)

(B30)

(B31)

are plotted against corresponding values of Yt

for selected values of A13’. These values of Yt

stage total-pressure ratio based on @’c,t”

.. . -...—.. . . _ ---———.—. —. ..——. — .. ...— .—— -—.-— _ .—
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Stator-hti Mach nunibersfor various values of & /
s ‘%,ax

and A@lct
/

are determined %y use of the Yt values corresponding to the selected

values of APs/~ and A$lc,t~ which are inserted in the following

equations: .
0

h
2,h2 = %jt2 + %,t -

%1
%,t2 %2 + ‘l)t ‘t b ~

(B32)

.,

m“
K’
N

(B33)

The UCL limitation is calculated by means of the following rela-

tion:

(q; = Yh”hz
av,h+ ‘% “%)2

-(~-QYh+~

(B34)

The =lue of yh corresponding to the selected value of (UCL)h

is used to calculate the stage total-pressure ratio since

Yt=~Yh

.

and ~ is known and

l+ (y-1)’
2

r)]

Yt t
——

‘l,T %
~

.

——. . .
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TABLE I -EFFECT OF AXIAL-VEZOCIXY VARIATION ON

OPERATING CONDITIONS FOR TWO SELEC!EED Ym

INLET-SEI!AGE

VALUES

Wheel-plus-vortexdiagrsm, symmetrical at mean radius
T

Change in Vu Selected M!l,t ~,h Specflic

through rotor ‘m equivalent

at mean radius wei@t flow
W@6A

10-p=cent I ‘:Z I .740 .782 I =
0.755 0.814

decrease

No change 0.20 0.735 0.814 27.10
.30 .726 .784 25.85 r

10-percent 0.20 0.720 0.817 “26.75
increase .30 .712 .785 25.50

Equivalent
tip speed

Ut/fl

Change in V= ~ “l,h %,h
through rotor
at mean radius

10-percent I 0.20 0.7790.810
decrease .30 .730 .770

1057
943

Symmetrical dia~am at all radii

1030
925

1010
910

T
28.25 1082 ‘
27.05 955

-%--l+-

Wage total-
?ressure
Tatio

p2/%

1.210
1.244

1.19 ,
10234

1.183
1.225

1.211
1.273

1.191
1.240

1.175
1.238

.—— —
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TAHLE II - VARIATION

31

APB
OF BOUNDARY-LATERPARMEWER~ FOR

~2,ax

THE STATOR WITH TWO ROTOR CONDITIONS

%/% ,m

Rotor tip Intermediate stage Final stage
I

I.AP~%,ax

F1.6i.6

I 2.0

I 2.0
I

A$’c ~
Hub Tip Hub TiP

(de;)

20 I 0.839 \ 0.052 I 0.896 I 0.029

28 I 1.076 I 0.I.32 I 1.342 I 0.040

20 I 0.844 I 0.077 I 0.981 I 0.023

28 I 1.251 I 0.149 I 1.491 I 0.055

‘

.
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Figure 1. - Typical velocity diagram.
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Figure 2. - operating conditionsof Inlet stage. Hub-
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angle, 59.
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Figwe 2. - continued.Operatingconditionsof inletstage.
Eub-to-tipratio,O.5j rotor-tiprelative@let-*
angle,55”.
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/

950

t
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number at st.atorhub

900,~

-:70 .72 .74 .76 .78 .80
, hkwimumrelative.l!achnumberat rqkorImletjM’1

(c)Equivalenttipspeed..’

Figure 2. - contiMled.Operatingconditionsof imletstage.
Rib-to-tipratio,O.5J rotor-tiprelativeinlet-air
angle,SEP.
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Wheel-plus-vortex dlagramj Ym

Mach number at rotor inlet
is maximum at tip / o.30-.

/

1.32 -
-––-– Symmetrical diagram at all radlij ,’”

Mach number at rotor inlet /
is maximum at hub /
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M

/
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/
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.
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Maximum relative Mach number at rotor inlet, Mll

(d) Stage total-pressure ratio.

Figure 2. - Concluded. Operatingconditionsof inlet
stage. Hub-to-tipratio,-0.5; rotor-tiprelative
Inlet-airangle, 5+.
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Figure 3. - Variation of operating conditions with
rotor-tip relative inlet-afr angle. Limiting Mach
number at stator hub; Ym, 0.25.
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Figure 4. - Continued. Operatingconditions
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inlet-airangle at rotor tip, 60°; rotor-
tfp Inlet Mach number, 0.80; and wheel-
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Figure 6. - Concluded. Variation of operating conditions with
dimensionless axial velocity for,various limiting conditions
in intermediate stage. Over-all total-pressure ratio, 3.0.
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Figure 16. - Operating conditions through mltiatage
compressor having constant dimensionless tial
velocity at rotor tip of 0.55 domstreein of pint
~~here over-alltotal-pressureratio10 3.0 for
several llmlting conditions.
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